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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present an efficient video data model to
represent moving trajectories of video objects and spatio-
temporal relationships among the video objects. A video
clips is segmented into a set of common appearance inter-
vals (CAI)s. a CAI is a time interval that video objects
appear together. Transitions among CAIs record the ap-
pearance/disappearance of video objects. Depending on the
properties of video objects, they are classified as foreground
and background video objects. Foreground video objects
are further divided into moving video objects and static video
objects. Different models are designed to capture these video
objects and spatio-temporal relationships among foreground
video objects.

1. INTRODUCTION

There has been considerable research on content-based video
modeling and retrieval of video data. Earlier approaches fall
into two groups. The first group of techniques are based on
low level visual features (e.g., color, shape) [1, 2]. These are
are very difficult for naive users who may not be knowledge-
able about them. The second class consists of text anno-
tation-based techniques where the retrieval is based on a
prepared text description of its contents [3, 4]. These have
been criticized as time consuming, subjective and applica-
tion dependent. Recently, several attempts have been made
on modeling video data based onvideo objects[5, 6, 7, 8].
Video objects are the physical objects that appear in the
video data. Users of a video database may want to retrieve
video data through queries on video objects’ properties and
spatio-temporal relationships among the video objects. Ba-
sically, these queries can be classified into four types:

• Type 1: Queries on video object’s movement. Exam-
ple: “Give me all the scenes in which video objects
have similar trajectories as the trajectory of the video
objecta in the example clipC.”

• Type 2: Queries on spatial relationships of video ob-
jects. Example: “Give me all the scenes in which
actora appears to the left of actorb.”

• Type 3: Queries on simple temporal relationships of
video objects. Example: “Give me all the scenes in

which actora appears together withb anda leaves the
scene first.”

• Type 4: Queries on spatio-temporal relationships of
video objects. Example: “Give me all the scenes in
which actora appears on the left of buildingc before
actorb appears to the left of buildingc.”

In order to answer above queries, an efficient video data
model needs to be developed that describes the trajectories
of video objects and spatio-temporal relationships among
these objects. Several approaches have been proposed to
model video data based on video objects. Li et. al [5]
model pairs of moving objects and spatio-temporal relations
among them. However, reducing all the queries to those
based on pairs of moving objects limits range of query abil-
ity and loses the motion information. In order to deal with
semantic heterogeneity of video data, Day et.al [6] propose
a Video Semantic Directed Graph (VSDG), which is used
to construct users’ heterogeneous views of the video data.
VSDG is created to model spatio-temporal interactions be-
tween video objects. From point of view of multimedia
presentation, another two approaches have been proposed
to model the spatio-temporal relationships among the video
objects. HPNs [7] uses Hierarchical Petri-nets to capture
multi-level content of video data, which includes motion
trajectories of moving objects and spatio-temporal relation-
ships among video objects. Chen et.al. [8] use augment
transition network (ATN) to represent the spaito-temporal
relationships among the video objects. VSDG and ATN
have difficulties to capture the trajectories of moving ob-
jects, and all of three approaches (VSDG, HPNs, ATN) may
store redundant information. In this paper, we propose a
video data model that represents video in terms of video ob-
jects and which overcomes shortcomings of the above mod-
els. According to the different properties of video objects,
they are classified into different classes and different data
structure are used to represent them. The trajectory of a
moving object is represented as a dynamic attribute and a
motion vector is created to act as the update function to de-
rive the values of this attribute.



2. VIDEO DATA MODEL

We view a video database as consisting of a sequence of
clips, where aclip refers to an abstraction of ashot or a
scene[9]. The model that is described in this paper is based
on capturing the video content in terms ofvideo objects
(VO) and representing the properties of these objects, their
spatio-temporal relationships with each other, and their move-
ment. Consequently,video objectsare the building blocks
of our model and how we model them and their properties
is described in Section 2.1. We focus on the representation
of the spatio-temporal relationships among VOs in Section
2.2. Finally, in Section 2.3, we complete the model defini-
tion by formally defining clips and video.

2.1. Video Object Representation
In order to index and retrieve thevideo objects (VOs), some
approximation methods are used to represent them. Amini-
mum bounding rectangle(MBR) has been used extensively
to approximate a video object since it only needs two points
or one point together with width and height. In this paper,
we use a MBR describe the spatial layout of a video object
, which is represented as a 4-tuple:

MBR =< x, y, height, width >
where(x, y) is the coordinates of the upper-left corner of
the MBR, andheight, width are the height and width of
the MBR, respectively.

A video objectm which appears in a video framei is
represented as a 3-tuple:

V Oi
m =< V OIdm,MBRi

m, V FSm >
whereV OIdm is the identifier of the video object,MBRi

m

is its MBR at framei, andV FSm = {V Cm, V Tm, V Sm}
is the set of visual features whose elements represent color,
texture and shape of the VO, respectively. However, usually,
the background video objects such as a mountain, a forest,
the sea and the sky fill most of thescreen. Screen here refers
to the 2-D space(x− y) of the a video frame. These back-
ground video objects impose a visual effect on the audience
that they are “behind” or “contain” a foreground video ob-
ject, such as a person, an animal or a car.

Only the “depth” information is used by background ob-
jects to show their relationships to the other video objects.
In 2D space, background video objects always “cover” other
video objects. Therefore, it is not necessary to represent
background video objects using MBRs and modeling their
relations with other video objects, which causes the same
relation (e.g. “front” or “cover”) to be stored redundantly.
Thus, we differentiateforeground video objectsandback-
ground video objectsto simplify their representations.

Definition 1. Background Video Object(BVO)
A BVO is a video object that does not have regular shape

of its contour and always occupies most of 2D space of a
video frame. Examples are sea, sky, forest. Unlike other
video objects, A BVO is not described by MBR or its visual
features; it is represented as a 2-tuple:

BV On =< V OIdn, Positionn >

where the domain ofPositionn is {behind, full}. Behind
implies that all the foreground video objects are in front of
the BVO, whereasfull means that all the foreground video
objects are surrounded by the BVO.

Definition 2. Foreground Video Object(FVO)
A FVO is a video object that has regular shape of its

contour. Examples are persons, buildings and vehicles. A
FVO is described by its spatial layout as approximated by its
MBR, color, texture, shape, moving trajectory and spatio-
temporal relationships with other VOs.

The properties of FVOs are classified into two categories:
static attributes and dynamic attributes.Static attributesare
those features that will not change during thelife spanof
the video object. These are color, texture, and shape of the
video object.Dynamic attributesare the features that will
change during the life span of the video object. These are
properties such as the spatial position and spatial relation-
ship with other video objects. The life span of a video object
refers to the duration of its appearance in a video clip.

It is easy to model static features of video objects. How-
ever, the dynamic attributes (trajectories of moving objects
and the relative spatio-temporal relations among video ob-
jects) change with the evolution of time as measured by the
change of video frames. It is impractical to store values of
these attributes for every frame; instead, we propose a new
way to model these dynamic attributes. Based on the dif-
ferentiation of dynamic attributes and static attributes, we
further classify FVOs intostatic video objects(SVOs) and
moving video objects(MVOs). “Static” and “moving” are
defined relative to the BVOs in the video clip. The SVO is
defined as follows:

Definition 3. Static Video Object(SVO)
A static video object is defined as a FVO which does

not change its position during its appearance in the video
and has only static attributes. Examples are buildings, light
poles, a stopped car. A SVO is represented by a 3-tuple:

SV Op =< V OIdp,MBR0
p, V FSp >

whereMBR0
p is its MBR in the first frame where it appears

(since it will not change its position during its life span, only
one value is sufficient to describe its spatial layout).

Definition 4. Moving Video Object(MVO)
A moving video object is defined as a FVO which changes

its position over time1. It is represented by a 4-tuple:
MV On =< V OIdn,MBR0

n,Motionn, V FSn >

whereMBR0
n is the initial position of moving objectn,

andMotionn is defined as a sequence ofmotion vectors,
Motionn = [MV1,MV2, . . . , MVk], as defined below.

Definition 5. Motion Vector(MV)

1In our data model, we assume that a moving object is rigid or consists
of rigid parts connected to each other and all the rigid parts will never
disintegrate.



A motion vector is defined as an update function to record
trajectories of MVOs:

MVm = (Sm, Dm, Im)
whereSm is the speed (moving distance per frame),Dm

is the movement direction of the moving object, whose do-
main isstrict directional relations(north, south, west, east)
andmixed directional relations(northeast, southeast, north-
west,and southwest) [5], andIm = [MFstart,MFend] is a
time interval in which the moving object moves in direction
Dm with the speedSm, the initial value ofMFstart is the
starting frame of the clip.

2.2. Modeling Spatio-temporal Relationships Among VOs
We extend the mechanism proposed in [5] to describe spatio-
temporal relationships among pairs of moving video objects
to model spatio-temporal relationships among FVOs. In our
model, the relations between a FVO and a BVO are already
captured by the “Position” property of the BVO. There-
fore, only the spatio-temporal relationships among FVOs
are modelled. Spatial relations between two FVOs are clas-
sified into 12 directional relations (south, north, west, east,
northwest,northeast, southwest, southeast, left, right, below
and above) and 8 topological relations (equal, inside, con-
tain, cover, covered by, overlap, touch, disjoint). Detailed
definitions of these relations can be found in [5].

The spatio-temporal relationships between two FVOs,
Ai andAj , in a given ordered list of time intervals[I1, I2, ..., In]
in a clip,is represented as a list (called ast− list):

[(α1, β1, I1), (α2, β2, I2), . . . , (αn, βn, In)]
where αi is one of 8 topological relations,βi is one of
12 directional relations, and(αi, βi, Ii) means thatαi and
βirelations hold between these two FVOs during the inter-
val Ii.

2.3. Modeling of Video Data
As indicated earlier, we view a video as a sequence of clips.
A video is represented as a 2-tuple:

V ideoi =< V ideoIdi, CListi >
whereV ideoIdi is the identifier of video, andCListi is a
sequence of clips,CListi = [Clip1, Clip2, ..., Clipp].

A clip is an abstraction of a shot or a scene and a video
frame is the basic “building block” of the video, which can
be treated as an image, allowing the regular image process-
ing techniques to be applied to frames.

A clip is represented by a 2-tuple:
Clipj =< ClipIdj , CAILj >

whereClipIdj is the unique identifier of the clip (each clip
in the database has a unique identifier), andCAILj = [CAI1,
CAI2, . . . , CAIn] is a sequence ofcommon appearance in-
tervals(CAI) as defined below.

Definition 6. Common Appearance Interval(CAI)
A common appearance intervalCAI(V O1, ..., V Om)

is the interval, measured in frames, in which video objects
V O1, ...V Om appear all together. It is represented by a 5-
tuple:

CAIi =< Ii, BV OSi,MV OSi, SV OSi, STSi >
whereIi = {Fstart, Fend}, whereFstart andFend are the
starting and ending frames of the interval;BV OSi, MV OSi,
SV OSi are sets of BVOs, MVOs, SVOs, respectively, that
appear inIi; STSi = {st − listi1, st − listi2, . . . , st −
listik} is a set ofst − lists, each element of which is a
st − list between two FVOs. The spatio-temporal rela-
tions between any two FVOs in a CAI can be expressed in
ap× p matrix, wherep is the number of FVOs in that CAI.
Since the two inverse spatio-temporal relationships between
two FVOs can be derived from each other, we need only to
save upper triangle of the matrix. From the above definition,
we can see that a CAI not only captures the trajectories of
moving objects, but also the spatio-temporal relationships
among FVOs and relations between FVOs and BVOs.

A Clipj is segmented into a sequence of CAIs accord-
ing to the appearance/or disappearance of the video objects.
Therefore, the transition among these CAIs record the ap-
pearance/disappearance of video objects.

3. COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORK

We compare our model (for convenience, we call it CAI
model) with VSDG [6], HPNs [7], and ATN [8]. Li’s [5]
work is not included in this comparison since it only focuses
on moving video objects. In VSDG, the spatial relation-
ships between any two video objects for any sampled frame
are derived from their positions in that frame. The sampling
rate directly affects accuracy in capturing spatial relation-
ships among video objects. The same sampling technique
has been used in HPN’s. In ATN, any relative position (they
define 27 relative positions) change among video objects is
recorded, causing storage of redundant information. For ex-
ample, if there are 100 video objects in a video clip, but
only one of them is moving, ATN will record all the spatial
locations of all the video objects when the relative position
between only two video objects changes. ATN also tries
to capture the trajectories of video objects by recording the
relative positions between two video objects. However, two
parallel moving video objects in the scene will not cause the
relative position changes between them. CAI model repre-
sents the spatio-temporal relationships among video objects
using a sequence of intervals, therefore, there is no possi-
bility to miss some spatial relationship. BVOs, SVOs, and
MVOs are represented using the different structures in CAI,
which eliminates the possibility of storing redundant infor-
mation. The moving trajectories of MVOs are captured with
a sequence of motion vectors. Table 1 shows the compari-
son among the four models with respect to PMS2, SRI3, and
CTV4.

Another basis for comparison is the four types of queries
specified in Section 1. CAI model can answer all types of

2Possible Missing Spatial relation
3Saving Redundant Information
4Capturing Trajectories of Video objects



Model PMS SRI CTV
VSDG Yes Yes No
HPNs Yes Yes Yes
ATN No Yes No
CAI No No Yes

Table 1: Comparison among video data models

queries and has the advantage to answer the simple tempo-
ral and spatio-temporal queries. Compared to VSDG, which
uses transitions among the segments to record only the ap-
pearance of new semantic video objects, CAI captures both
the appearance and the disappearance of VOs. Therefore,
with our CAI model, queries such as “Give me all the clips
in which actorsa and b appear together anda leaves the
scene first” (query type 3) and “Give me all clips in which
actora to the left of actorb anda leaves the scene first”
(query type 4) can be easily answered. HPNs also do not
capture the transitions of disappearance of the video objects.
ATN can record appearance and disappearance of video ob-
jects, however, as we mentioned above, like VSDG, ATN
does not record the moving trajectories of video objects, so
VSDG and ATN could not answer the type 1 queries. Table
2 shows the comparison of four models on handling fours
types queries.

Model Query
Type 1

Query
Type 2

Query
Type 3

Query
Type 4

VSDG No Yes Yes∗ Yes∗

HPNs Yes Yes Yes∗ Yes∗

ATN No Yes Yes Yes
CAI Yes Yes Yes Yes

Table 2: Comparison of query handling (Yes∗ means the
case can be handled with some difficulty)

Finally, our model captures the BVOs as an attribute of
the CAIs and uses “Position” of BVOs to describe relations
between FVOs and BVOs. Therefore, our CAI model can
easily answer range queries such as “give me all the objects
that are in front of the sea in video3” or “give me all the
objects that are surrounded by a mountain in video3”. The
other three models do not directly support such rang queries.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Properties of video objects and spatio-temporal relationships
among them are very important for content-based video re-
trieval. Most of the video events can be expressed in terms
of these relationships. For example, a person (video ob-
ject) having a spatial relationship (e.g., on top of) with a
stone (another video object) may convey the meaning of
“stand” or “sit”. We define a video model that captures
these relationships. Specifically, we differentiate between
foreground and background video objects. Among fore-
ground video objects, static video objects will not move dur-
ing their appearance in the video; however, moving video

objects change their position from time to time. This sepa-
ration allows us to more efficiently model object movement
since we do not redundantly store properties of static video
objects nor do we capture all the spatio-temporal relations
among all video objects. Acommon appearance interval
is introduced to capture appearance/disappearance of video
objects. Currently, we are defining an accurate similarity
measure to compare the trajectories of moving objects.
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